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EUROPEAN COMMITTEE

AGENDA

10th Meeting, 2000 (Session 1)

Tuesday 23 May 2000

The Committee will meet at 1.00 pm in Committee Room 4

1. Item in private: The Convener will move that item 4 be taken in private

2. Inquiry into European Structural Funds and their implementation in Scotland: The
Committee will review the evidence received to date and discuss the emerging issues
and lines of investigation

3. Convener’s report: The Convener will report to the Committee on:
Response from the Scottish Executive on the progress of the Highlands and Islands
special transition programme
Response from the Scottish Executive on the Vulnerable Projects ESF Hiatus
Scheme
Proposal to meet Sir Stephen Wall KCMG LVO, the UK’s Permanent Representative
to the EU, in Edinburgh, 8 June 2000

4. Committee working procedures: The Committee will discuss a paper from the Clerk on
suggested options for new working procedures

Stephen Imrie
Clerk to the Committee

Tel 0131 348 5234
***********************
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The following papers are attached for this meeting:

Agenda Item 1

No papers for this item

Agenda Item 2

No papers for this item

Agenda Item 3

1. Letter from the Scottish Executive on the Highlands and Islands
Special Transition Programme (dated 15 May 2000)

2. Letter from the Scottish Executive on the Vulnerable Projects ESF
Hiatus Scheme (dated 14 May 2000)

Agenda Item 4

Private Briefing Paper: New Procedures EU/00/10/1
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HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS SPECIAL TRANSITION PROGRAMME PROGRESS

I promised to keep you and members of the Committee advised of progress on our discussions with
the Commission on the proposed programme for 2000-2006. As we now seem fairly close to
reaching agreement -fomlal approval will take a little longer, probably mid July -I thought you
would find it helpful ifI set out the main remaining issues.

Overall I am very pleased to say that we have reached agreement with the Commission on nearly all
points of substance proposed in our plan submitted to the Commission last October. This is very
good news, since our proposals covered a range of issues of importance to the future economic,
social and rural development of the area.

Only a handful of points remain for further discussion.
varying degrees of significance.

Essentially, these boil down to 4 areas of

I. The Directorates General for Agriculture and Fisheries have only at the very last minute
indicated that they wish a particular, and relatively standard, structure for the agriculture and
fisheries measures respectively which differs from that we originally proposed. While this is less
than helpful at this stage, it has been accepted by other Objective I Regions and poses no practical
difficulties. The Rural Affairs Department has work in hand to meet these demands.

2. DO Employment is insisting on a minimum 20% of the programme value being European
Social Fund. ESF currently represents about 19.3%, consistent with the proportion allocated under
the previous programme. Commissioner Diamontopolon believes that a transitional programme
should represent a shift towards ESF -which will continue beyond 2005/2006. While this is not a
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significant shift and it may be possible to move resources accordingly, we are exploring with the
Commission if there are other means of meeting their point.

3. We have been working with the Commission to structure the Community Development
element of the programme so that it is properly targeted; integrates regional, social, agricultural, and
fisheries funds; develops local capacity; and allows local management of these measures. DO Regio
have indicated that they will not accept 'global grants' in the implementing arrangements i.e.
handing over full responsibility for management to an ' intermediary body', probably the HIE

network. This however seemed to us to represent a logical and accountable basis on which to
operate. The Commission's position is disappointing but seems to stem in part from concerns over
the relatively high administrative costs involved in the proposed global grant model. It may also be
that the Commission is concerned about loss of control through such delegation, given experience
elsewhere in the previous round. As a fall back we will consider alternative proposals based around
community input to and management of locally based programmes, within HIE and other local
agencies playing a significant role in administration and implementation.

4. The main point of disagreement relates to support for investment in network ICT
development in remote areas. Creating links to networks for business and communities which will
lead to job creation is acceptable. Network enhancement itself is seen by the Commission as for the
commercial sector and EIB. We will continue to explore with the Commission whether there is scope
for movement on this point to take into account the particular needs of remote areas. I should say
however that I have already raised the matter with Commissioner Barnier and he stressed in reply the
Commission's opposition to using ERDF for network enhancement, in line with the Commission's
guidelines on this point.

In conclusion, important points remain. This is part of the negotiation process. We may not secure
our ideal outcome but we have already secured most important points of principle. The programme
has mono-fund priorities for the major funds and major activities, a key objective for the Plan Team
to achieve flexibility in programme management. Investment in transport, water and waste
management and energy were maintained and ICT investment can be supported to connect
businesses and communities to the network. There is scope too for the European Investment Bank to
work with ICT providers to develop the network throughout the Highlands and Islands.

The Plan remains consistent with the priorities of the Plan Team and the partnership. The Plan Team
has played an important part in preparing the programme and in negotiation with the Commission.
Their work continues as implementing arrangements are developed. I am grateful to them for their
continued commitment and goodwill and I look forward to the partnership generally bringing
forward worthwhile projects so that we can deliver a successful programme.
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The broad parameters of what I proposed were set out in my statement on 4 April. Project sponsors
of vulnerable ESF projects would be given a grant to bridge the gap between the closure of the
previous ESF programmes and the issue of approvals in the new programmes, which would be
recoverable if they receive ESF funding under the new programmes. The extent to which grant
would be payable would be limited to the level of support which might otherwise have been
available from ESF. If such projects successfully attract funding in the new programmes, funding
can be backdated to the end of funding in the previous programme. The domestic grant could then
be repaid thus reducing the overall amount of extra funding required. My officials have discussed
the outline of the scheme with representatives of the voluntary sector and have taken their comments
into account in developing the details.

It follows that eligibility for the grant scheme would be limited to those project sponsors

which attracted funding under the last round of the previous programmes and which sought
prolongation of their ESF award; and

.

which would apply for funding under the new Objective 3 programme or the new Highlands
and Islands programme.
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It has proved rather more 9ifficult to come up with a satisfactory definition of "vulnerability". My
officials have looked at options involving financial criteria, but none of these proved practicable
without drawing fine distinctions as to which organisations should be eligible. The representatives
of the voluntary sector pointed out that these options might have given an impression of arbitrariness
or unfairness. I have therefore concluded that the scheme should apply to all project sponsors in the
voluntary sector which meet the two criteria set out above.

There remains the difficulty of those projects where the sponsor is a statutory body (such as a local
authority or local enterprise company) and the delivery agent is a voluntary sector organisation. In
general, I think that it is reasonable in those circumstances to expect the statutory bodies to support
their delivery agents from their own resources. But, in recognition of representations made by the
voluntary sector representatives, I propose to extend the scheme to small projects where the
voluntary sector delivery agent is particularly vulnerable. In accordance with a suggestion from the
voluntary sector, I therefore propose to consider sympathetically applications from project sponsors
with voluntary sector delivery agents whose initial (ie before prolongation) ESF award was £50,000
or less. Given the very significant financial implications of the hiatus scheme as a whole (it will run
into several millions ofpounds) I am not prepared to go any further than this given other competing
pressures on budgets.

In terms of the length of the time in which the grant would be payable, I said to the Committee that I
was prepared to be "flexible at the edges". I am happy to confirm that agreement has been reached
with the voluntary sector that the period will be from the end of the previous programme (in most
cases the end of June, apart from in the Highlands and Islands where it is the end of April) until the
last day of the month in which approvals under the new programme are issued ( expected to be
November for the Objective 3 programme, but perhaps earlier in the Highlands and Islands). You
may wish to note that the previous Objective 3 programme has now been extended by a further
month to the end of June by re-allocating declared underspends.

Another issue which emerged in the negotiations involved the timing of payment under the scheme.
My officials originally proposed that, as a number of the projects benefiting from the scheme were
likely to be successful in the first round of awards under the new programme, payment of funds
should be deferred until those awards had been announced; actual payments would therefore only be
made to those projects which were unsuccessful in attracting ESF in the new programmes. The
voluntary sector representatives have argued strongly, however, that such an arrangement would do
nothing to help ease cash flow problems and that, even if the scheme enabled project sponsors to
secure loan finance, the costs of additional borrowing would be prohibitive. I am therefore prepared
to accept that payments should be made to all eligible project sponsors as soon as practicable and
that repayments should be made under appropriate arrangements from those who are successful in
the first round of the new programmes.

In temlS of administrative arrangements, the Department will write out to those project sponsors
which they consider to be eligible giving them an indication of the amount of the proposed grant and
inviting them to complete a brief (no more than 2 pages) form applying for grant. (It has been agreed
with the SCVO that they will seek to identify any organisations which might be eligible but to which
the Department has not written.) The amount would be based on the monthly cost of the 1999
project award, multiplied by the number of months for which the guarantee would run. Again, in
response to representations from the voluntary sector representatives, I have agreed that the
Department would look sympathetically at those case where project sponsors have sought to reduce
costs in order to stretch out the life of the previous project. On satisfactory completion of the form,
the Department would payout the grant on a monthly basis.
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I would like t~ announce the scheme as quickly as possible. Please let me know if the Committee
would wish to 'make further representations.

As requested in your letter, I am sending a copy of this letter to the Clerk to the European
Committee.
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JACK McCONNELL
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